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Performs optimally, where others
don’t
When traditional methods of vacuum
systems or mechanical grippers are not
viable solutions this gripper, that absorbs
and holds with a magnet, is the best option
for transferring workpieces that have an
uneven surface, are porous or susceptible
to damage.

Its design prevents deformation of
workpieces and accidental adsorption of a
second workpiece, plus a varying bumper
thickness that allows an easy adjustment of
the holding force.
Flexibility, easy integration and fast operation are 3
requirements that industry increasingly demands for
automation, the same 3 features that collaborative
robots – or cobots – achieve.
UR wants to drive production into the future by
designing cobots for direct interaction with humans
at a shared workspace for businesses of all sizes.
By certifying products as UR+, they are verified to
work plug-and-play with such cobots.
SMC graduated as UR+ developer with the
magnetic gripper, MHM series. Like the rest of UR+
certified products, MHM offers you the benefits of
this exclusive qualification:
- Easy programming & fast setup – Highly reduced
deployment time and quick operation
- Flexible automation – Lightweight, space-saving,
and easy and fast re-deployment without changing
production layout
- Collaborative and safe – Operation with no safety
guard after risk assessment.

Other interesting features include a
reduced cycle time with minimum residual
holding force when the workpiece is
released and safe handling of pieces even
when the air is shut off.
MHM, being UR+ certified and including
an URCap plug-in, it is easy to integrate
and programme.

Applications
- Packaging
- Assembly
- Pick & Place
- CNC
- Machine tending.
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